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Abstract: 

The Demand of Electricity is increasing day by day as the population of world is increasing. So use of electricity efficiently and  in 

controlled manner has become the most important aspect of today's power system. Most of the power system uses wired 

transmission of power and loss occurred due to this is enormously high .about 30% of the total loss in power is just because of 

wired power t ransmission and distribution. The main reason behind this loss is the resistance of wires during transmission. The 

efficiency of wired transmission can be improved composite over head conductors and underground cables that use high 

temperature super conductor. But, the transmission is still inefficient. They are irregular and subjected to environmental 

Conditions. Wireless Power Transfer and its applicat ion can be ext remely useful in  Electricity Generat ion and transmission. 

Wireless Power transfer is basically  works on the p rinciple of Transformers. We can say that transformer is a motive of Wirel ess 

Power Transfer. it is analogues to Wireless Data Transmission only power is transmitted instead of data. the concept can be used 

efficiently in Electricity to minimize Cost, losses and maximize the Efficiency.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

India's Electricity grid  has highest percentage of losses in the 

world. Wireless power Transfer can be effective option to curb 

these losses as Wireless Power Transfer uses Wireless mode 

of transmission. Electricity theft Has also became an Crucial 

Factor. In India Losses due to power theft are increasing 

rapidly and W ired Transmission somehow helping power theft 

as wired transmission is more vulnerab le to  power theft. In 

Addition to losses, Wastage of Electricity is a big Concern in 

Power System. as per Recent Survey of  Government of India 

Waste of Electricity is high 8 % to be precise. Electricity 

wastage sources include Home appliances, Government 

offices, Street light Systems, Transport facilities. as sources 

like  Home Appliances and Government Offices are subjected 

to Human Mentality  we can't Control the Wastage of 

Electricity using technical Knowledge as they need Awareness 

more than technical Expertises but we can  control the wastage 

which occurs through street lights and other transportation 

facilit ies many methods have been developed over the years to 

curb the leakage and wastage of electricity through the 

transport facilities like solar power based street lights and 

traffic systems but still they are not able to provide  an 

effective solution as they are irregular and subjected to 

environmental Conditions.  Wireless Power Transfer and its 

application can be extremely useful in Electricity Generation 

and transmission. Wireless Power transfer is bas ically works 

on the principle of Transformers.  

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 Research on wireless power transfer  got pace in 20th century. 

as need of Electricity is increasing day by day Wireless Power 

transfer came in  picture. most of the Asian countries are 

Continuously making research on wireless power transfer and 

its applications. However the most difficult task for them is to 

increase the range of transmission with min imum loss and 

higher efficiency. until year 2000 wireless power transmission 

is limited to only Electricity but after 2000 wireless power 

transfer got Scope in many Fields which are d irect ly or 

indirectly related to Electricity Such as Telecommunicat ion, 

Transportation, Mobile and other Electronic Devices and 

Wireless Communicat ion.. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

By Refering and analysing Existing Systems we have proposed 

a System which is Complementary to the Wireless Charging of 

Vehicle. we are implementing a street light feeding system 

using Vehicle Battery. 

 

IV. OBJECTIVE 

 

The main objective o f the project is to propose the method 

and critically d iscuss the properties of Wireless Power 

Transfer and Develop a System on the basis of this 

technology to feed the street light. The System Will Work on 

DC Powered  Car Battery to feed  the Street  Light Of the road. 

There are several benefits of this technology: 

 

 Elimination of power leakage in feeding system.  

 Reducing the cost of wired connectivity. 

 Efficient use of electricity. 

The proposed system is a extended application of Witricity 

where we are reversing one of the implemented application of 

wireless power transfer. we are referring the wireless Charging 

of vehicle application fo r proposed system and reversing it to 

implement this innovative technology. Wireless power 

transmission is not a new idea; Nikola Tesla demonstrated a 

"transmission of electrical energy without wires" that depends 

upon electrical conductivity as early as 1891.The receiver 

works on the same principle as radio receivers where the 

device has to be in the range of the transmitter. 

 

V. ARCHITECTURE 

 

The input power to the system is usually either from the 

vehicle's battery. Voltage is regulated using step down 

regulator and converted to DC voltage using rectifier. Control 

panel control the transmission and regulates the temperature of 
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the coil. Main Components of the System are Transmitting 

and Receiving Coil as power transfer takes place through thes e 

components. Coils are basically a transformers with primary 

and secondary coils are separated .one coil of each transformer 

is used for transmitting and receiving power respectively. The 

phenomenon takes place through magnetic Coupling. In  high 

power applications, such as charging of p lug-in  hybrid 

vehicles, end-to-end efficiencies (AC input to DC output) 

greater than 90% have been demonstrated. Such efficiencies 

require that each stage in the system have an efficiency at 97-

98% or greater. Carefu l design in each stage is required to 

minimize losses in order to achieve High performance.  

 

 

Figure.1. Block Diagram 

 

VI.RES ULT  
 

The wireless power transfer system to transfer the power 

through primary co il from transmitter section .This power 

received to the receiver coil and to store the battery and this 

power will be used to feed the street light of the  road. 

 

 
 

VII.ADVANTAGES  

 

1. It uses Wireless Power Transfer Approach so losses arising 

due to Wired Transmission are reduced also 

2. Cost of Cabling is reduced because of Wireless Approach. 

2. The System uses Vehicles battery power (Considering 

Large Number Of Vehicles) in Collect ive manner without 

Harming life of Vehicle Battery So it is Efficient.  

3. Unlike other Systems like Solar Power it is not affected by 

Environmental Conditions.  

4. System uses Non Radiative Wireless Power Transfer 

Approach so there is no Harmfu l Effect of rad iation on living 

Beings. 

5. As System is a Prototype it is less bulky and can be easily 

installed in vehicles. 

6. System can be Enhanced Further to other Fields also , like 

Trains and  Water Ways Systems 

7. If System is installed on bulk basis in Vehicles it can prove 

a handy option to Solar Power based Street Lights as it is 

autonomous and not affected by External Factors. 

8. Using this system we can efficiently use vehicles Battery 

power. 

 

VIII.CONCLUS ION 

 

To conclude we can say that an autonomous and Efficient 

System based on Wireless Power Transfer has been 

implemented. Proposed System is an Extended and Innovative 

application of Wireless Power Transfer Which Can be used to 

reduce transmission losses, power theft and Cost in basic 

Electrical. Though the Proposed System is a Prototype it is 

noted that the System Have Huge Future Scope. By proposing 

this System we Can conclude that Wireless Power Transfer 

have Huge Scope in this Energy Eat ing era. Proposed System 

with Extended application can prove to be a good option for 

Solar Energy based Street lights and it can overcome 

limitat ions of Solar power. The System Uses Non Radiat ive 

Inductive Coupling for Wireless Power Transfer so it is not 

Harmful for Liv ing beings. Purposed System is not only 

limited to this particular Field but it can be extended to various 

Fields by changing and upgrading some parameters. This 

system can prove to be a roadmap for research in  Wireless 

Power Transfer and its Applications. It Find Applications In 

Various Fields like Satellite Communicat ion, Wireless 

Chargers Of Electronic Devices. Simplicity o f System makes 

it Easy to implement. It should be noted that the proposed 

System is implemented 
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